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The rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) has led to a significant increase in the number of connected devices that stream
data in our homes, offices and industrial spaces. However, as the number of these devices increases, the costs of actively
maintaining and replacing batteries becomes prohibitive at scale. Recent work on Quasistatic Cavity Resonance (QSCR),
offers the possibility of seamless wireless power transfer (WPT) to receivers placed anywhere inside large indoor spaces.
This work aims to solve two unexplored and critical missing pieces needed to realize this vision of ubiquitous WPT. First,
we demonstrate a full end-to-end QSCR-based WPT system that is capable of simultaneously charging multiple custom
designed nodes nearly anywhere in the 4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m test room. Second, this work utilizes the WPT mechanism as a
communication channel, where nodes communicate with a centralized reader and to each other via load modulation. Through
analysis and experiments, the proposed system shows that 10 receiver nodes can be safely and efficiently wirelessly charged
and the end node to end node communication rate can achieve from 1 kbps without occurring any errors, up to 5 kbps with
6% BER while the end node to central unit can achieve 10 kbps without occurring any errors.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT), which connect numerous ambient devices to cooperate with each other is a promising
basis for the era of smart environments [1, 23, 28, 30]. The potential impact of IoT is not merely guaranteed
to enhancing convenience in everyday-life; it has the potential to overturn the structure of industry, economy,
health-care, and so on, by linking various physical phenomenon through the digital domain [1]. As IoT systems
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are rapidly gaining ground, the number of computation “nodes” which act as interfaces, sensors, and actuators are
increasing [1, 23]. This trend is boosting currently; the academic, industrial, and hobby communities are on the
way of building a whole new class of applications by invisibly weaving computation in our everyday-lives [45].
Nowadays, studies that develop these IoT devices make prototype systems with a small number of devices;
these are typically powered by batteries or wires and communicate using power-hungry radio transmitters.
However, envisioning the future that hundreds of everyday-objects contained in a 3-D space become computation
nodes, it is obvious that the cost of battery charging/replacement and communication becomes prohibitive at
scale [2, 47]. One emerging counterpart is to make devices work in ultra-low-power levels (e.g., micro-Watt order)
and powering them via microwave power transfer or RF energy harvesting [24, 34]. Although this direction
may be powerful for driving minimum primitive functions in sparse, outdoor environments (i.e., environments
where line-of-sight can easily be achieved), the available functions are strictly limited due to the lack of energy
and many fundamental challenges exist for operating in typical indoor environments (i.e., environments where
external interference and out-of-sight conditions easily occur). Given that in modern life, a considerable amount
of activities take place in indoor environments (e.g., work in office spaces, leisure at homes, manufacturing in
factories, health-care at hospitals, etc), this missing piece for IoT is critical. We aim to construct sustainable
IoT platforms in indoor environments by enabling the following two key concepts: ubiquitous wireless power
transfer (WPT) and low-power communication.
As for WPT, the mainstream of system architecture is a simple “central-to-node” form, whereas there are many
“physical” challenges to achieve ubiquitous WPT at power levels higher than several Watts (e.g., safety, efficiency,
lack of range, etc). On the other hand, communication has a rather complex architecture; up-link/down-link,
node-to-node, broadcasting, and other directions exist in practice. Although, it is known that as long as one-to-one
communication in the “physical layer” can be established between every pair of devices, everything else necessary
to work as a whole has a reasonable solution in the MAC layer [8, 46]. The problem here is that it is difficult to
establish robust communication links with low-power devices. Low-power RF communication devices (e.g., UHF
RFID tags) usually suffer in out-of-sight conditions as well as placements alongside exile dielectric/conductive
media, which both occasions are not rare for indoor mobile objects. From these observations, we believe that the
most urgent bottlenecks of IoT left to be solved lies in the physical layer of power supply and communication;
this study aims to provide a solution for this urgent piece.
Various approaches tackled the above-mentioned bottlenecks lying in the physical layer of IoT. However, none
of them succeeded to simultaneously fulfill the following requirements; our belief is that these are necessary for
practical indoor IoT systems:
Requirement 1
Safe wireless power transfer in power levels over several Watts. The future we should aim for is to safely and
autonomously power hundreds of randomly placed nodes with various (including rich) functions. This
requires magnitudes of higher total power levels compared to prior works on ubiquitous WPT; therefore
we believe that it is an important direction to establish safe and ubiquitous WPT with high power levels.
Requirement 2
Robust operation everywhere in a 3-D volume, including out-of-sight configurations. Typically, any object
with mobility can be easily placed in random positions, or even out-of-sight by being placed in drawers,
stuffed in pockets, shaded by other objects, etc. Therefore, it is important that the nodes can operate in a
wide range of positions, including out-of-sight configurations. Our belief is that enhancing the range and
robustness of WPT/communication is more urgent than increasing data rate since primitive functions of
IoT, such as sensing and actuation don’t usually require high-data rates.
Requirement 3
Inherently cheap node structures. Assuming that every ambient object becomes IoT nodes, it is vital that the
components used for power reception and communication can be manufactured cheaply in mass-production.
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Fig. 1. Overview of QSCR. When the resonant mode is excited, the current flows through the “pole-ceiling-wall-floor-pole”
loop, whereas the magnetic flux swirls around the central conductive pole. (a) The structure of QSCR. An end node is depicted
as well as a coil resonator. (b) The magnetic field generated by the QSCR. (c) The Surface current generated by the QSCR.
Color is magnitude (red, large; blue, small).

Our belief is that minimizing cost in the prototyping stage is not vital, although designing nodes so they
can be easily exported to low-cost manufacturing is a solid requirement.
Here, we note that the term of safety in WPT is multifold, although the most fundamental measure adopted
by ICNIRP, IEEE, and FCC guidelines is specific absorption rate (SAR) [6]. We follow this measure, although
struggling with the regulation thresholds is not the essential point; our definition of safe WPT systems are
systems that can keep the “SAR per delivered power” low, considering the linear nature of typical WPT systems.
Ubiquitous WPT, which seamlessly and safely powers numerous receiver nodes, randomly placed in a large
3-D volume, has been an unsolved challenge for long [3, 12]. WPT via magnetic resonant coupling suffered from
the limitation of power delivery distance, whereas microwave-based methods have fundamental safety challenges.
Recently, a new route towards ubiquitous WPT was proposed using quasistatic cavity resonators (QSCR), which
can power numerous devices contained in a large 3-D volume using magnetic induction [5, 35, 36]. QSCR is a
metallic cavity containing a central conductive pole with discrete capacitors inserted in a gap in the pole, such
that one of the resonant modes of the cavity enters quasistatic operation [See figure 1]. This allows magnetic fields
to permeate the interior of the cavity while confining the cumbersome electric fields to the discrete capacitors.
This QSCR technology has three vital benefits for ubiquitous WPT in indoor environments, which were not
available collectively in former techniques: (i) the capability to transmit power to small footprint receivers,
(ii) a room-scale power delivery range including out-of-sight areas, and (iii) the minimum interference with
external objects which lead to safe operation. Even in the case of using receivers with footprints small as 1/1000
of the transmitter, high efficiency (over 50%) power transfer was demonstrated throughout most of the volume
in a room-scale (4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m) QSCR. Moreover, QSCR-based systems are hardly affected by people
or furniture shading the receiver or existing in the cavity volume. This is because magnetic fields in around
a few MHz doesn’t interfere much with human bodies or everyday objects when compared to electric fields;
consequently, safe WPT at high power levels can be achieved, even in out-of-sight configurations [5, 6]. These
characteristics make the QSCR technology one of the most promising candidate for achieving ubiquitous WPT in
indoor environments.
The robust nature of the QSCR channel (i.e., magnetic field) was only explored for ubiquitous WPT means.
However, power transfer and communication are inherently similar in terms of physics; by reusing the QSCR
channel also for data transfer should light the way towards achieving robust communication everywhere including
out-of-sight placements. This is one of the above-mentioned requirements which RF backscatter-based systems
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suffer from. Here we come to notice that although the primitives of QSCR as a power transfer link has been
studied in former studies, the two following critical pieces have not been explored yet: (i) constructing a
full end-to-end WPT system that is capable of simultaneously charging multiple custom designed nodes, and
(ii) analysis, implementation, evaluation, and demonstration of QSCR as a load-modulation based data transfer
link [5, 35]. This brings about two challenges that we need to overcome: handling the extremely large dynamic
range of the incoming signals and providing a practical guideline for node design.
Since our system: (i) operates in near-field, (ii) the coupling between the transmitter and the receiver intensely
changes, and (iii) power/data transfer links co-exist, the dynamic range of the incoming signals become extremely
large in naively designed systems. This is a rather minor challenge in far-field systems and conventional near-field
communication (NFC) systems, since far-field systems have nearly static antenna impedance, whereas NFC
doesn’t assume large variations in receiver positions; this is a challenge specific to our system which needs to be
solved for. We overcome these challenges by implementing a hardware/software-combined decoding circuit; this
circuit dynamically adapts the incoming signal levels to a fixed range through software control, whereas the
hardware partition protects the component from fast voltage fluctuations.
As for the practical guideline of node design, conventional coil-based systems have many convenient methods to
extract circuit parameters from the geometrical property (e.g., Neumann formula, magnetic dipole approximation,
etc); however, the current flowing in the QSCR distributes within a conductive plane, not focused in a conductive
wire; this property inhibits the direct application of traditional analysis methods. Therefore, we provide a
simplified formula to extract the coupling coefficients from the geometrical properties (e.g. cavity size, receiver
size, turns of coils, etc) based on former studies on QSCR [5]. We also evaluate the communication and power
transfer capabilities depending on the value of coupling coefficient; given that in near-field systems, interference
between two coupled circuits can be fully characterized by coupling coefficient, this provides a practical guideline
for future system design.
Our prototype system consists of a room-scale (4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m) QSCR, ten custom designed node
units, and a central unit; power is delivered to the nodes using the resonant frequency of the QSCR: 1.325 MHz,
and communicates in bi-direction using a carrier frequency of 1.325 MHz and a modulation frequency of
1-to-50 kHz. Our custom designed nodes are capable of receiving power from the QSCR as well as bi-direction
communication via load-modulation; moreover, they are composed by low-power, low-cost components (e.g.,
opamps, micro-controllers, MOSFETs, etc).
In summary, the contributions of this study are as follows:
Contribution 1
Demonstration of a full end-to-end QSCR-based WPT system, which can simultaneously charge multiple
custom designed receiver nodes nearly anywhere in the 4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m test room. Our receiver nodes
are equipped with a microcontroller, a communication front-end, a battery, and a power management unit,
which together work as primitives of IoT devices, despite previous work empowered multiple LEDs [5]; the
difference in power level and the non-static load profiles (i.e. typical devices, including our node vary its
input impedance depending on the operation state) makes this advancement non-obvious. We emulated a
typical indoor scenario by randomly placing 10 receiver nodes inside a furnished room and showed that
these nodes can be simultaneously charged wirelessly.
Contribution 2
A theoretical analysis and simplified formulation of the QSCR channel, followed by evaluations of
communication and power transfer when the coupling is varied; this works as a practical guideline
for the design of future QSCR-based systems, which cannot be analyzed by conventional analysis methods.
Contribution 3
Design, implementation, and evaluations of a QSCR-based load-modulation communication system
integrated with WPT functions. In order to handle the extreme dynamic range of incoming signals without
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distortions or voltage breakdown, we custom design a low-cost hardware/software-combined decoding
circuit. As the first study to attempt load-modulation communication on the QSCR channel, our focus is to
explore the basic characteristics of the channel and provide an experimental proof of concept. Therefore,
we use binary ASK (i.e., OOK: ON-OFF-Keying) as this is one of the most simple modulation techniques.
First, in this paper, a brief tutorial about related works are presented to motivate our work. Then, the overview
of the studied power/data transfer system is provided and the QSCR as both power and data transfer links are
investigated through circuit theory-based analysis. Next, a QSCR-based power/data transfer system is designed
and implemented. Finally, the performance of the system from both power/data transfer aspects is evaluated
through numerical analysis and measurements, which is followed by discussions and conclusions.

2

RELATED WORKS

Ubiquitous WPT and low-power communication are well known big challenges for long; there were many
attempts to enable these concepts in the real world [2, 34]. Major methods for ubiquitous WPT include microwave,
optical (i.e. laser), magnetic resonant coupling, cavity resonator, and the recently presented quasistatic cavity
resonance (QSCR) [39]. On the other hand, the majority of low-power communication projects are driven by
semi-passive (e.g., load-modulation, backscatter) technologies; our study also follows this growing trend. This
section gives an overview of these methods, examine if they are attainable for our three above-mentioned
requirements, and motivates our solution using QSCR-based WPT and load-modulation communication.

2.1

Microwave

Known as one of the methods with the longest potential power delivery ranges, microwave power transfer (MPT)
is a method that transfers power via far-field electromagnetic waves (typically around a GHz) [2, 3, 38]. A
transmitter antenna radiates energy and the receiver antenna absorbs this radiated energy; this is the same
principle used in many wireless communication links (e.g., Wi-Fi, Cellular, Bluetooth, etc). This similarity inspired
another class of ubiquitous power sources: RF energy harvesting, where the nodes acquire energy from the
ambient electromagnetic waves used for wireless communication [14, 18, 20, 24, 25]. RF energy harvesting is
gaining attention since it shows the possibility to generate a few microwatts of power out of thin air, considering
that TV, cellular, and Wi-Fi networks exist everywhere in contemporary urban environments.
Although there are specific applications that can operate in a few microwatts, this is still a very strict energy
constraint, which strongly limits the variety of available applications. Considered together with the low system
efficiency of MPT, this brings about the necessity for a dedicated power source with magnitudes of higher power
levels (more than a few watts); however, this leads to two vital issues. The first issue is that the specific absorption
rate (SAR) of microwaves around GHz are typically high, which means that such high-power microwaves can
easily heat up human bodies and cause health problems [50]. The second issue is the distortion of communication
links [13]. It is known that even in nearby frequency bands, the communication quality gets distorted by
high-power microwaves; due to the drought of vacant frequency bands and strict regulations, it is not a realistic
plan to ensure a dedicated frequency band far away from existing communication bands, therefore this distortion
is a critical issue.
Other challenges of MPT which should be noted are the restriction of antenna size and limitations in out-of-sight
links. When good performance (e.g. high-gain, high-efficiency, etc) is desired, the antenna size has to be around
half-wavelength (∼150 mm for 1 GHz) and the performance typically degrades as the antenna size gets smaller.
As for the out-of-sight links, many projects and start-ups are attempting to apply retro-directive systems, which
enables focusing electromagnetic energy to an intended point [26, 49]. However, constructive interference at
non-desired points can easily occur, which will question the safety of the system. From these considerations, our
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opinion is that although MPT is useful for specific ultra-low-power applications, it still has many fundamental
challenges towards achieving our goal of robust and safe power transfer in power levels over several Watts.

2.2

Optical (Laser)

Optical approaches, which transfers energy via laser beams is another method that is gaining attention [3, 13].
Laser beams are a subset of electromagnetic waves in which the wavelength are magnitudes smaller (∼ a
micrometer) than microwaves (∼ around a few hundred millimeters). This ultra-small wavelength enables highly
directive radiation; while this can favor the extension of operation range and miniaturization of receivers, it also
substantially guarantees the conditions of safe operation into line-of-sight configurations.
The laser beams are generated by laser diodes, which converts current into laser beams (i.e., carrier re-generation
effect) and absorbed by photovoltaic cells, which convert light into current (i.e., carrier generation effect). The
critical problem that lies here is the low conversion efficiency of photovoltaic cells (∼20% [13]), which severely
degrades system efficiency. Moreover, 20% conversion efficiency means that 4 times the power supplied to
the device is directly converted to “heat” at the device, which causes inevitable thermal issues. Recent studies
attempted to solve this problem by developing custom designed, small form-factor heat-sinks [13]. While these
worked at some extent in lab environments, there need to be many more evaluations in practical situations, such
as the performance when it is in contact with small thermal convection media.
Also, due to the short wavelength of light, the energy easily gets absorbed in biological tissues and damage
eyes, which both lead to severe health problems. The use of a fundamentally hazardous channel makes it difficult
to make a fail-safe architecture. A recent study attempts to detour this problem by “stopping” power transfer
when exile objects come across; this way, the power supply is guaranteed to line-of-sight conditions with no
users or ambient objects nearby [13].

2.3

Magnetic Resonant Coupling

Introduced by MIT in 2007, magnetic resonant coupling-based WPT is a method that transfers energy via
the inductive link between the transmitting and receiving resonators. This method offers the promise for
high-efficiency and safe power delivery in mid-range distances (i.e., approximately, the size of the resonators) [6,
21, 43]. From the circuit theory point of view, magnetic resonant coupling is an extension of inductive WPT;
inductive WPT is a method that enables high-efficiency power delivery between short distances and is used in Qi
standards [19, 31, 44]. The difference between the two methods is that inductive WPT uses a pair of ordinary coils,
whereas magnetic resonant coupling uses a pair of high-Q LC resonators; this high-Q resonance successfully
enhances the power delivery range.
Albeit the high efficiency of magnetic resonant coupling-based WPT, the limited power delivery range and the
degradation of efficiency in asymmetrical (i.e., receiver is much smaller than the transmitter) systems are still
vital limitations for use in ubiquitous WPT. Some studies attempt to extend the power delivery range by using
2-D resonator arrays as transmitters [37]; this makes a 2-D area of power delivery range, although the extension
of this range to a 3-D volume remains as a big challenge. Near-field 2-D phased array techniques, which aims to
enhance power delivery range by making a constructive interference at the receiver are also considered [15, 22];
although these methods show a strong advantage when the angle of the receiver is misaligned, it doesn’t show a
significant difference in long-distance configurations, which is necessary for 3-D WPT using 2-D arrays [17].

2.4

Cavity Resonators

Cavity resonators, which are the ancestor of the later explained QSCR are well known for the ability to generate
3-D near-field electromagnetic field patterns (i.e., resonant modes) in a metallic cavity. There were many attempts
to directly apply cavity resonators for 3-D WPT since they naturally withhold a 3-D power supply range,
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 2, No. 4, Article 188. Publication date: December 2018.
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Fig. 2. The functional diagram of the implemented power/data transfer system using QSCR and load-modulation. The data
transfer links between multiple end nodes are considered as “indirect” links since they talk through the magnetic channel
generated by the QSCR.

although they suffered from two vital challenges: the co-existence of intense electrical and magnetic field, and
the resonant frequency uniquely fixed by the cavity dimensions [4, 27]. Electric fields are easily distorted by
dielectrics (e.g., human body, water, pieces of wood, etc), while magnetic fields are less affected by everyday
objects. Therefore, our belief is that for ubiquitous WPT, it is ideal to suppress the electrical field and make the
magnetic field dominant in the channel (i.e., magneto-quasistatic operation). Also, the lack of control in resonant
frequency means that the system has to operate in different frequencies in different sized rooms; while this
limitation may be acceptable in specific industrial applications, it is a barrier for adoption to practical systems
from both technical and regulatory aspects.

2.5

Quasistatic Cavity Resonators (QSCR)

Quasistatic cavity resonators (QSCR) are a recently developed technology that has the promise of ubiquitous
power delivery in large 3-D volumes [5, 35, 36]. QSCR is a technique that compensates for the disadvantages of
cavity resonators (i.e., interference with dielectric, resonant frequency fixed by geometry, etc) while preserving the
3-D nature. This technique uses enclosed metallic cavities (i.e., cavity resonators) containing a central conductive
pole with discrete capacitors inserted in a gap in the pole, such that one of the resonant modes of the cavity
enters deep sub-wavelength (i.e., quasistatic) operation [See Figure 1]. This allows the magnetic fields to permeate
the interior of the cavity while confining electric fields to the discrete capacitors; as we mentioned in the cavity
resonator section, this is very close to what we think ideal for ubiquitous WPT. Moreover, since the cavity
operates in deep sub-wavelength domains, the resonant frequency is structure independent and tunable. The
operating principles of QSCR are similar to magnetic resonance coupling when it is abstracted to circuit analysis
level [5]. Through simulations and measurements, high efficiency (>50%) power transfer to receivers with a
footprint of around 1/1000 of the cavity was demonstrated throughout most of the volume within a room-sized
(4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m) QSCR [5]. Moreover, simulations showed that QSCR can deliver hundreds of Watts of
power to mobile devices within regulation limits [5]; transferring this level of power is not our intention, but
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 2, No. 4, Article 188. Publication date: December 2018.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental setup of the QSCR-based power/data transfer system. The input impedance of the system can be
adjusted by varying the position of the drive coil, which works as a T -matching network. (b) Implemented end node.

our argument is that this nature of QSCR provides a sufficiently large margin under the safety thresholds for
delivering more power than a several Watts.

2.6

Backscatter/Load-Modulation

Backscatter and load-modulation are techniques that enable nodes to communicate in a “semi-passive” manner;
they are in practical use as passive RFIDs and NFC tags [7, 9, 24, 40, 41, 44, 47]. Compared to active radio
transmitters (i.e. bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Zigbee, etc), where local oscillators are employed to generate the carrier, it
is known that backscatter and load-modulation techniques have the promise for magnitudes of lower energy
consumption; it should also be remarked that these schemes reuse the spectrum when configured on the WPT
frequency band. We consider these two factors important for future IoT systems since the power consumption is
vital and the general depletion of the spectrum.
In a backscatter/load-modulation-based communication system, an external source generates the carrier and
the data transmitter (i.e., communication nodes) modulates this carrier by changing the phase/amplitude of
the reflection; the term backscatter is used for far-field systems and load-modulation is used for near-field
systems. From another viewpoint, this process may be described that the external source is “off-loading” the
energy-hungry, carrier generation routine from the nodes; this allows each node to communicate with minimum
energy consumption, which expands the lifetime of nodes. This is important since in many cases, end nodes have
tight battery capacity limitations.

3 QSCR-BASED POWER/DATA TRANSFER SYSTEM
3.1 System Overview
Functional architecture. The simplified functional diagram of the studied QSCR-based WPT and
load-modulation communication system is shown in Figure 2 and the corresponding experimental setup is
shown in Figure 3. The current and magnetic field distributions of the QSCR in resonance are shown in Figure 1
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 2, No. 4, Article 188. Publication date: December 2018.
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Fig. 4. Simplified circuit diagram of the end nodes. TX and RX stand for transmitter and receiver, respectively.

as well for reference; the current flows through the “pole-ceiling-wall-floor-pole” loop, whereas the magnetic flux
swirls around the central conductive pole. Looking at the big picture, the system consists of one “central unit”
and multiple “end nodes”. The central unit consists of an Ettus X310 software-defined radio (SDR), a 50 Ω linear
amplifier, a directional coupler, and the QSCR (room) [See Figure 2]. The end nodes consist of a coil resonator,
a loop coil for impedance tuning, an encode/decode circuit for load modulation, a Li-Po battery, and a power
management unit [See Figure 4]. The coil resonator here refers to a series LC resonator; this resonator consists of
a coil which inductively couples to the ambient magnetic field generated by the QSCR and a series capacitor
which confines the electrical energy and fixes the resonant frequency.
Design of resonators. The QSCR was fabricated as shown in Figure 1, with the dimensions of
4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m. The floor, wall, and ceiling are made of aluminum sheet metal bolted on to an aluminum
frame, whereas the central conductive pole is made of a copper pole with a diameter of 7.2 cm; 15 high-Q discrete
capacitors are inserted across a 2.5 cm gap in the pole to fix the resonant frequency. A 1.2 m × 2.3 m opening serves
as a door; it is shown in former studies that this missing panel had a negligible effect on system performance [5].
As shown in Figure 3a, a 28 cm diameter, 8-turn, spiral drive coil is used to stimulate the resonant mode of the
QSCR; this drive coil also works as an adjustable impedance tuning network, therefore the input impedance
of the system can be adjusted by the position of this drive coil. The receiver coil is composed of a 5 turn coil
with a diameter of 120 mm, fabricated by AWG 12 copper wire; the inductance of this coil was 5.1 µH. The
resonant frequency f 0 of the QSCR and the coil resonators were tuned to 1.325 MHz under the condition shown
in Equation 1 [5] (i.e., series resonance).
1
ω0 = 2π f 0 = √
LC

(1)

Here, the angular resonant frequency, the inductance, and the capacitance are represented as ω 0 , L, and C,
respectively. Using standard RF measurement techniques [16], the Q-factor of the QSCR is found to be 1670 and
the Q-factor of the receiver coils are 220.
Central unit to end node power/data transfer. The X310 SDR in here uses a binary ASK signal with a
carrier frequency of 1.325 MHz to transmit power and data to the end nodes. It is noted that when the central
unit is only transmitting power without transmitting data, the SDR outputs a pure sine wave of 1.325 MHz. The
amplified signal is input to the QSCR through an impedance tuning network, which generates an ASK modulated
magnetic field that permeates the interior of the QSCR. The generated magnetic field interlinks with the coil
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Fig. 5. (a) Equivalent circuit model of the QSCR-based power/data transfer system. T -matching networks which consists
of a coil resonator and a loop coil are used for impedance tuning [32]. The switches on the end nodes are used for load
modulation communication. (b) Frequency and the absolute value of the forward voltage gain (|S 21 |). “End node to end node”
and “central unit to end node” configurations are considered here. The calculated results were obtained by Equation 13 and 14;
the measurement results were obtained by 2-port measurements using a vector network analyzer. The drive coil and coil
resonators were placed at 0.45 m and 1.2 m from the center of the QSCR, respectively, on a different side of the QSCR. The
drive coil position refers to the impedance tuning schema described in Section 5 and the coil resonator position is halfway
between the central pole and the wall of the QSCR.
Table 1. Circuit parameters used in Figure 5a

Z in , Z Load,i L s
Cs
Rs
Lq
Cq
Rq
Li
Ci
Ri
L Li
R Li
κ Li,i
50 Ω
16 µH 850 pF 221 mΩ 2.0 µH 7.1 nF 10 mΩ 5.1 µH 2.8 nF 190 mΩ 0.34 µH 40 mΩ 3.1 × 104

resonators of the custom designed end nodes placed inside the QSCR, which allows the end nodes to receive
energy and read out the bits embedded in the magnetic field. This enables both power and data transfer, in the
direction from the central unit to the end nodes.
End node to central unit data transfer. The next question should be how the end nodes transmit data to
the central unit. The end nodes can modulate the magnetic field by varying the impedance connected to the coil
resonators; a MOSFET bridge controlled by the baseband signal is connected to the coil resonators to switch
between load and short conditions. The load impedance of the end node affects the input impedance seen from
the central unit; consequently, the input current and the intensity of the magnetic field generated in the QSCR is
modulated by the baseband signal. This baseband embedded in the magnetic field can be read out at the central
unit through the SDR, by measuring the reflected/forward power extracted by the directional coupler. This
procedure enables data transfer in the direction from the end node to the central unit.
End node to end node data transfer. Now that the end node can transmit and receive data via the QSCR
channel, there is no reason that end node to end node communication cannot be established. By following the
same procedure mentioned above, communication between multiple end nodes is enabled.
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3.2

Analysis of the QSCR-Based Power/Data Transfer Link

This section provides an analysis of the QSCR channel; the full equations are shown in Appendix A and the
effect of external objects present in the channel is discussed in Appendix B. First, in this section, a simplified
circuit model of the QSCR is extracted in a closed form. The extracted model is applied for the analysis of the
power/data transfer links and is compared with measurement results to validate our analysis. In addition, a brief
analysis of wireless power transfer performance is also provided at the end of this section.
Extraction of the circuit model. Since all resonators are in sub-wavelength operation, the couplings between
the QSCR and the end nodes are mainly inductive. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the system can be depicted
as Figure 5a. It is noted that the coupling coefficient used here is κ, which is a definition commonly used in
coupled mode theory-based studies and also used in previous QSCR studies [5, 11]. The transformation from κ
to the magnetic coupling coefficient k, which is frequently used in circuit analysis-based studies can be given
2κ
by k =
, where ω0 is the angular resonant frequency of the coupled resonators. The couplings between the
ω0
end nodes are neglected since the QSCR is significantly larger than the end nodes; it can be assumed that these
couplings only have a subtle effect on the system unless multiple end nodes are placed just next to each other.
Considering a typical power/data transfer system using coupled resonators, the only parameters in Figure 5a
that change over time is the end node positions; the inductance, capacitance, copper-loss, and matching circuit
parameters are not likely to change over time. Under this assumption, all parameters except the coupling
coefficient between the QSCR and the coil resonators: κ q,i (i ∈ {1, · · · , N }), are constant, which means that they
can be obtained by measurements or designed in advance. Therefore, if given a closed form formulation of κ q,i as
a function of position, a circuit model that fully describes the QSCR channel can be obtained. It is known that the
coupling coefficient κ q,i can be formulated as below, using the amplitude of the total magnetic energy, α, and the
magnetic flux interlinking with the coil resonator, β [5].
√

2 ω 0 β q,i
p
4 Li α q
∭
µ0 ® 2
|H | dV
αq =
Vq 2
∬
β q,i =
µ 0 H® · ndA
®

κ q,i =

Ai

(2)
(3)
(4)

Li , µ 0 , V , and A represent the inductance of coil resonator i, the permeability of vacuum, the volume of the
QSCR, and the area enclosed by the coil resonator, respectively. We now assume a quasistatic circuit model in
Figure 5a; based on circuit theory, the amplitude of the total magnetic energy α q is equal to the energy stored in
the inductance of the QSCR [5]. Previous analysis of QSCR shows that the magnetic field H® generated at (r, ϕ, z),
using the cylindrical coordinates (r, ϕ, z) shown in Figure 1 (a), can be approximately expressed as Equation 5 [5].
I0 1
H® (r, ϕ, z) ∼
e®ϕ
2π r

(5)

Here, e®ϕ is a unit vector that rotates around the central conductive pole. It must be noted that former studies
showed that the magnetic field has nearly no dependence in the z-axis (the direction parallel to the central pole),
therefore z doesn’t appear in Equation 5. Since the scale of the end node and the QSCR is significantly different,
it can be assumed that the magnetic flux that interlinks with the coil resonator is spatially uniform. Under these
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assumptions, α q and the approximate form of β q,i can be formulated as follows:
1
α q = L q I 02
2
µ 0 I 0si2 Ni
e®ϕ · e®n,i
β q,i ∼
2r i

(6)
(7)

L q is the QSCR’s inductance and I 0 is the amplitude of the total current flowing through the QSCR. si and Ni
are the radius and the number of turns of the coil resonator i, respectively. e®n,i is the unit normal vector of the
receiver coil resonator. Using Equations 2, 6, and 7, the coupling coefficient between the end node i and the QSCR
can be formulated as Equation 9.
κ q,i (r i , θ i ) ∼
=

ω0 µ 0 Ni si2 e®ϕ · e®n,i
p
ri
4 L q Li

(8)

ω0 µ 0 Ni si2 cos θ i
p
4 L q Li r i

(9)

θ i is the angle between the surface vector of the coil resonator i and e®ϕ . Using this formulation, the full circuit
model of the QSCR can be obtained.
Analysis as an N -port network. Next, to explore the characteristics of the QSCR as an N -port network,
the forward voltage gain (|S 21 |) in the direction of (a) the central unit to an end node (or vice-versa, assuming
duality) and (b) an end node to another end node, are analyzed. It is noted that |S 21 | 2 also corresponds to the
power transfer efficiency when no adaptive tuning mechanisms exist. The analytic formula when N nodes exist
in the room are shown in Appendix A [See Equations 13 and 14]; now that we have a simplified expression of all
parameters in this equation, the characteristic of the link itself can be calculated using the position of the nodes.
To confirm the validity of these formulations and to obtain an intuitive sense of this QSCR channel, the
calculated and measured forward voltage gains are also plotted in Figure 5b; the measured parameters shown
on Table 1 were used in the calculated plot. The effects of other end nodes existing in the QSCR and the source
impedance of the central unit were neglected in Figure 5b for simplicity. It can be seen that the 3 dB voltage
bandwidth of this channel is around 5 to 10 kHz in this configuration for both cases.
Analysis for Wireless Power Transfer. The power transfer efficiency under conjugate impedance-matched
conditions (i.e., maximum available power transfer efficiency) can be formulated as Equation 10, which can now
be treated as a function of the positions of the end nodes by using Equation 9 [5].
G max,i (r i , θ i ) = 
χi (r i , θ i ) =
=

χi (r i , θ i )
2
p
1 + 1 + χi (r i , θ i )

4Q qQ i |κ q,i (r i , θ i )| 2
ω02
µ 02 Q qQ i Ni2si4 cos2 θ i
·
·
4
L q Li
r i2
| {z } | {z }
fixed values

(10)

(11)
(12)

position

Q q and Q i represent the Q-factor of the QSCR and the coil resonator, respectively. Although this formulation
does not consider the loss in the impedance tuning networks, former studies show that this corresponds well
with actual measured results [5].
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Fig. 6. Overview of the relationship between the rectified voltage Vrec and the LPF input voltage VLPF [See Figure 4]. This
diagram describes the signal level normalization stage. By changing the value of the digital potentiometer R adj , the curves
where the system operates can be changed.

4

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE END NODES

The functions required for the end nodes are listed below.
• Receive power from the ambient magnetic field and charge the battery.
• Transmit data by modulating the ambient magnetic field and embedding the baseband signal.
• Receive data by sensing the ambient magnetic field and decoding the baseband signal.
The end nodes are designed so it executes these three functions above, one at a time. An alternative operation
procedure is to simultaneously receive power and transmit/receive data, however, the difference here is subtle
since we store the received power in a battery, which is a very practical setup. We selected the operation procedure
that switches between the three above-mentioned functions in a time division manner, considering that it is
beneficial to obtain fundamental results for both WPT/communication independently.
The studied system differs from typical wireless communication systems in two ways, which these differences
bring about challenges: the large dynamic range of input signals and the narrow bandwidth of the QSCR channel.
Also, since suppressing power consumption is one important objective of this study, an additional requirement is
to use low-cost, low-power components. The large dynamic range of input signals occur because of three factors:
(i) the operation is in near-field, (ii) the coupling state intensely changes, and (iii) power/data transfer links co-exist.
This is a rather minor challenge in far-field systems and conventional near-field communication (NFC) systems
since far-field systems have nearly static antenna impedance and operate at low power levels, whereas NFC doesn’t
assume large variations in receiver positions; this is a challenge specific to our system which needs to be solved
for. The narrow bandwidth is a difficulty we need to overcome since high Q-factor is necessary for high-efficiency
power transfer as shown in Equation 10, although Q-factor is inverse proportional to bandwidth [10]. In order to
handle these issues, we custom designed a circuit which consists of a hardware/software-combined decoding
circuit, power management unit, 3rd order LPF, and so on; the design of the end node is shown in Figure 4 and
the implemented node is shown in Figure 3b. The tuning process of the impedance tuning network shown in
Figure 4 is described in Section 5. In the remaining of this section, we further describe our design of each element.
Power management. The power management partition consists of a pre-regulator with high voltage tolerance,
a Li-Po battery charger, a Li-Po battery, and a voltage regulator for the power supply of the entire end node. The
ON/OFF of the pre-regulator is controlled by the micro-controller of the node: ON when receiving power and
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Fig. 7. Calculated and measured values of (a) forward power gain |S 21 | 2 (i.e. WPT efficiency with static impedance tuning;
Equation 13) and (b) maximum power transfer efficiency G max (i.e. WPT efficiency with adaptive impedance tuning;
Equation 10), when the position and the orientation of the end node is varied. The position refers to the distance from the
central pole, whereas orientation refers to θ used in Equation 9, which is the angle between the surface vector of the receiver
coil resonator and e®ϕ [see Figure 1]. The parameters in Table 1 was used for the calculation. It can be seen that the measured
values correspond well with calculated results.

OFF when receiving/transmitting data. When the pre-regulator is OFF, the impedance of the power management
partition becomes sufficiently high and reduces interference with the data receiving/transmitting partition. The
input impedance of the battery charger in constant output current (the state with maximum power consumption,
since the battery charger operates with constant input voltage) was set to approximately 50 Ω (5 V, 0.1 A), which
this impedance rises as the battery charger mitigates to constant output voltage operation. Therefore, considering
8
that the input impedance of an ideal full-bridge rectifier is 2 Rl (Rl is the connected DC load), it should be a fair
π
approximation to consider the whole system as a multiple port system with 50 Ω port impedance, when the end
node operates in power receiving mode.
Transmitting data. The end node transmits packets by switching on and off the N-MOSFET switches shown
as “modulator” in Figure 4. When the gate voltage is high (e.g., the N-MOSFETs are on) the impedance is practically
a short (∼100 mΩ) and when the gate voltage is low (e.g., the N-MOSFETs are off) the impedance is practically an
open (∼100 kΩ). This switching varies the reflected impedance seen from the QSCR and modulates the current
and consequently the internal magnetic field of the QSCR [9].
Receiving data. The end node receives data by detecting the fluctuation of the ambient magnetic field caused
by the central unit or another end node. Note that this is an asynchronous demodulation. The raw signal is
received as fluctuations of the rectified voltage Vrec [see Figure 4]. The dynamic range of this voltage Vrec is
extremely high in naively designed systems since this system works in near-field and the dynamic range of
coupling coefficient is also wide. To handle this large dynamic range input with low-power low-cost components,
we custom designed a hardware/software-combined signal decoder; this circuit dynamically adapts the incoming
signal levels to a fixed range through software control, whereas the hardware partition protects the component
from fast voltage fluctuations.
The rectified signal Vrec is input to this decoder and passes through the signal level normalization partition,
which consists of a peak detector, an adaptive voltage divider, and a voltage clamp as shown in Figure 4. This signal
level normalization process is described in the following by using Figure 6, which shows the correspondence
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Fig. 8. (a) Placement of the end nodes in the wireless charging test. The orientations of the end nodes were set so that the
surface vector of the end nodes were parallel to the y-axis. Point O represents the position of the central conductive pole.
(b) Node placement in wireless charging test.

of the input voltage of the rectifier Vrec and the input voltage of the low pass filter VLPF [see Figure 4]; as an
overview, this signal level normalization function fulfills the three requirements below.
(1) Normalize the level of VLPF to a fixed range.
(2) Regulate the signal level to protect the circuit components in later stages from fast voltage fluctuations.
(3) Prevent non-linear distortion that stems from the signal level regulation.
The signal level is sensed by a peak detector and R adj [see Figure 4] is iteratively adjusted so that the output of
the peak detector tracks a fixed voltage range. This corresponds to selecting the appropriate curves in Figure 6.
Although, with only software control which is comparatively slow, VLPF easily exceeds the rated voltage of
the latter circuit; we need hardware mechanisms to prevent this. Therefore, we added a steep voltage clamp
consisting of a Zener diode and a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) to clamp the LPF input voltage VLPF [see
Figure 4]. However, this brings about another problem; with the voltage clamped in a non-linear manner at some
level, the signals around the clamped level also get clamped (i.e., distorted). To prevent this distortion R adj is
controlled so the operation zone is pinned far enough from the non-linear zone [see Figure 4]. This normalized
signal passes through a 3rd order active LPF, which results in a smoothed output with the carrier frequency
and the harmonic compositions cut off. (Note that this is a asynchronous demodulation.) This sharp filtering is
necessary since the bandwidth of the channel is narrow throughout this study. This LPF gives an output with
baseband signals standing out. These baseband signals are transformed into digital signals using a comparator;
this is executed by comparing the direct LPF output and the LPF output with an additional large time constant
averaging [24].

5

EVALUATION OF POWER TRANSFER

The power transfer capabilities from the QSCR to the end nodes were evaluated through numerical analysis,
circuit simulations, and measurements. First, the parameters of the impedance tuning network were determined
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through circuit simulations using Keysight ADS [42]. The values κ Li,i and κ s,q shown in Figure 5a was the two
parameters to be determined. These two values were swept to maximize the average |S 21 | 2 value (i.e., the power
transfer efficiency when a 50 Ω power source and 50 Ω load is used) when the position of the end node moves from
x = 0.2 m (next to the central pole) to x = 2.3 m (next to the wall) in an orientation perpendicular to the magnetic
flux [5]. It was assumed that only one end node exists inside the QSCR and no dynamic impedance tuning
is implemented. The port impedance of both nodes was set to 50 Ω, considering the system design explained
in Section 4. The Q-factors of the drive coil, the QSCR, and the end node resonators were 630, 1670, and 220,
respectively. The obtained optimal κ Li,i and κ s,q values were physically implemented by adjusting the position of
the drive coil and load loop represented as L s and L Lm in Figure 5a. Next, the |S 21 | 2 values (i.e. transfer efficiency
of 50 Ω systems with static impedance tuning) and the maximum available efficiency G max (i.e. transfer efficiency
with adaptive impedance tuning) were measured in various positions using a vector network analyzer [48]. The
measured and calculated results are shown in Figure 7 and it can be seen that the measured results correspond
with the calculated results very well. This calculated result was obtained by using Equations 13 and 10. It can be
seen that the transfer efficiency with static tuning (|S 21 | 2 ) doesn’t increase monotonically as distance decreases,
but shows a peak at a specific distance [See figure 7(a)]. This is because the two resonators become “over-coupled”
when placed closer than a specific distance, which increases the return loss of the power source; it can also
be seen that this phenomenon can be overcome by adopting adaptive impedance tuning techniques or using
switching power sources [See figure 7(b)]. In addition to the measurements of power transfer to a single end node,
the power transfer in a more realistic scenario was tested. Ten end nodes were implemented and placed inside
the QSCR room as shown in Figure 8a. The setup of this test is shown in Figure 8b and some extra furniture (sofa,
table, bookshelf, etc) were placed in the QSCR to emulate realistic scenarios. Through this test, it was confirmed
that all of the end nodes were able to be simultaneously charged (i.e., all battery charger ICs turned in to charging
mode) with a 20 W power input from the central unit. It is noted that since all ten nodes have non-linear load
impedance, which varies depending on the battery state and input voltage, the system was not necessarily in
impedance-matched conditions.

6

EVALUATION OF DATA TRANSFER

To evaluate the system performance, we measure the Bit Error Rate (BER) in three communication links: (a) end
node to end node (Node-to-Node), and (b) central unit to end node (Central-to-Node) and (c) end node to central
unit (Node-to-Central). For these three different links, the communication performance of the whole system was
evaluated through measurements at various distances, orientations, and data rates.

6.1

Bit Error Rate Measurements and Performance Evaluation

Evaluation setup. The data is transmitted by using a packet which contains 5 bits preamble and 20 bits data
payload with 1-to-50 kbps throughput. The BER measurement is done by calculating the errors occurring in 1000
received bits. If the corresponding preambles are not found in any of the received bits, then all the 1000 bits are
viewed as errors such that the BER is 1. Otherwise, the errors are calculated by accumulating the errors in data
payload and the total unknown bits, which no preambles can be found out for extracting data payloads.
Distance/orientation vs BER test procedure. For the node-to-node test, the SDR only generates a 1.325 MHz
constant amplitude sine wave to generate the magnetic field channel in the QSCR. Using the xy coordinates
shown in Figure 8a, an end node which acts as a transmitter is placed on the y-axis, 1 m away from the central
conductive pole; the end node which acts as a receiver is placed on the x-axis, with the distance from the pole
varied from 25 cm to 225 cm with a 25 cm interval. We also vary the orientation of the end nodes at each location
to evaluate the orientation dependency. For both Node-to-Central and Central-to-Node evaluation tests, the
central unit transmits and receives data through the QSCR channel while an end node is placed on the x-axis
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Fig. 9. Evaluations of the system performance through different distance, orientation and data rate. The orientation here
refers to θ used in Equation 9, which is the angle between the surface vector of the coil resonator and e®ϕ [see Figure 8b].
Panel (a) shows end node to end node communication, with the location and orientation of the receiver varied. Panels (b)
and (c) show central unit to end node and end node to central unit communication performance by varying the distance and
orientation. Panel (d) shows the system performance under different data rates, for the three data transfer links, with fixed
end node positions.

with different distances and orientations. It should be noted that for the node-to-central communication test, the
SDR only transmits constant power, although, for the central-to-node test, the SDR provides both power and data
through binary ASK modulation.
Data rate vs BER test procedure. In addition to applying different distances and orientations for evaluation,
we test the performance of three communication links by adopting different data rates from 1 kbps to 50 kbps.
The node-to-node tests were executed with an end node which acts as a transmitter, placed on the y-axis, 1 m
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Fig. 10. Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c re-plotted to the relationship between coupling coefficient κ q,i [see Equation 2] and BER.

away from the central pole, while another end node acting as a receiver was placed on the x-axis, also 1 m away
from the central pole. For both node-to-central and central-to-node tests, an end node was placed on the x-axis,
1 m away from the central pole. It is noted that the end nodes were placed in perfect orientation (orthogonal to
the ambient magnetic field vector) in this series of measurements to evaluate various data rate alone.
Results and insights. Figure 9a shows the node-to-node communication performance with distance and
orientation varied. The orientation here refers to θ used in Equation 9, which is the angle between the surface
vector of the coil resonator and e®ϕ [see Figure 8b]. As Equation 9 shows, the coupling coefficient κ q,i is maximized
when θ is 0 degree and is zero when θ is 90 degrees. A higher coupling coefficient means that the end node
can receive and modulate the 1.325 MHz carrier for data transfer efficiently. When the orientation θ is set to 0
or 45 degrees, the end node receiver does not have any errors. When the orientation θ is over 85 degrees, the
error starts to occur. When θ is near 90 degree, such as 89 degree, the BER increases significantly. In addition
to orientation, when the distance increases, the received carrier signals at the end node also decreases [see
Equation 9]. Under this situation, the load modulation can only modulate the tiny carrier signals, therefore, the
errors increase along with the distance from the central pole. Similarly, in Figure 9b and 9c, longer distance
and larger θ results in higher BER. Also, it can be noticed that the node-to-central link has better performance
compared to the node-to-node link when given the same distance and orientation. This is because SDR is a very
high-end receiver compared to the low-cost end node receiver.
Figure 9d shows the BER performance when varying the data rate. Since the 3 dB bandwidth of the channel
in the QSCR room with this configuration is around 5 to 10 kHz as shown in Figure 5b, we expect that the
performance degrades when data rate exceeds around 5 kHz. However, for the node-to-central communication
link, the system can operate with no errors up to 10 kbps. This is also due to the high sensitivity of the X310 SDR.
The other two links have similar performance and the error starts to occur when the data rate is over 5 kHz. Thus,
the 1.325 MHz channel bandwidth shown in Figure 5b plays an important role to estimate maximal obtainable
data rate.
Figure 9a,9b, and 9c, have showed that both distance and orientation plays an important role in BER performance.
Since this system operates in near-field, these two parameters can be combined and considered as a single metric
when it is converted into coupling coefficient via Equation 9. The results when the distance and orientation are
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converted into coupling coefficient κ is shown in Figure 10. When the distance or orientation θ increases, the
coupling coefficient κ q,i decreases. Obviously, it can be seen that the BER is lower when the coupling coefficient
is higher.
In this study, the orientation was an issue since we used a single coil resonator in the end nodes. To overcome
this, we can combine three orthogonal coil resonators as shown in previous work [5], which should result in
orientation-independent, high-quality communication.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, the use of QSCR as a data and power transfer link was explored. The QSCR channel was analyzed
and evaluated for both power and data transfer means, through circuit analysis and measurements. Then, an
actual QSCR and load-modulation based power/data transfer system was implemented and the system was
evaluated from both power/data transfer aspects. Through experiments of power transfer, it was shown that it is
possible to simultaneously charge 10 end nodes placed in realistic scenarios. Through BER measurements, it was
shown that the high-quality communication links can be established in three directions: end node to end node,
end node to central unit, and central unit to end node. Below we raise some possibilities for future improvement.
Development of the MAC layer protocols. Our study focused on the physical layer of the system, although
considerations must be also made for the MAC layer to optimize communication and power distribution as
a whole system [2]. In the future, we will adopt time-division multiplexing methods on the MAC layer for
integrating a large number of end nodes into a single system [9, 46]. Ultimately, with time-multiplexing protocols,
our system enables the preferred end nodes for providing both WPT and data communication purpose.
Dynamic impedance tuning. Although we believe that our static tuning networks are satisfactory for
powering low-power nodes (around a Watt), assuming the charging of many higher power consumption (over
ten watts) nodes, it is beneficial to introduce dynamic tuning to aim for the physical upper limit of efficiency.
Integrating maximum efficiency point tracking (MEPT) mechanisms based on dynamic impedance conversion
methods should be one promising direction of future work [29, 33].
Enhancing the data rate. Our study focuses on the physical layer of the system and only assume low-cost,
low-power hardware since we believe this is one of the most necessary missing pieces of IoT. Consequently, the
data rates in this study were limited to a few kHz, which is quite satisfactory for many standard functions.
Although it is out of scope for this study, there are many applications such as video streaming that
require much higher data rates; another possible research direction should be applying advanced modulation
techniques (e.g. PSK, QAM, etc) and employing rich hardware (e.g., SDR) on both RX/TX sides, and examine the
upper limit of data that can be transferred through the QSCR channel.

APPENDIX
A ANALYTIC FORWARD VOLTAGE GAIN OF THE QSCR-BASED LINKS
An analytic expression of the N -port system circuit model shown in Figure 5a is provided in this appendix. The
forward voltage gain (S 21 ) in the direction of (a) the central unit to an end node (or vice-versa) and (b) an end
node to another end node, are calculated. The analytic formulation when N end nodes exist in the room are
shown in Equation 13 and 14. It is noted that the port impedance Z 0 was assumed to be uniform for all measured
ports.
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THE EFFECT OF FOREIGN METALLIC OBJECTS

QSCR generates a quasi-static field distribution, not a far-field propagating wave; therefore multi-path
interference as typically affects Wi-Fi and cellular signals do not occur in this system. The QSCR chamber
operates in the deep sub-wavelength region, which the wavelength of the 1.325 MHz carrier is approximately
230 m in free space, whereas the size of the room is only 4.9 m × 4.9 m × 2.3 m; this means the magnetic field
distribution is effectively “static”. The magnetic field is not beamed from one point to another nor is it pointed
at the target. Instead, the flow of current through the walls, floor, and ceiling generates the field at all points
within the cavity volume. Thus, if a metallic object is placed in the QSCR room, the magnetic field forms around
the object. This can be seen in figure 11, which shows a COMSOL simulation of the QSCR room with a 15-inch
MacBook Pro, modeled as a solid block of aluminum, placed in halfway from the pole to the wall with the
worst-orientation [see figure 11 (a)]. Figure 11 (b) shows the magnetic field distribution (top view) with arrows
showing direction and color indicating the magnitude of the field strength. It can be seen the overall magnetic
field distribution (which is directly correlated to power transfer and communication rate) is generally unaffected
by the presence of the laptop. The detailed view in figure 11 (c) shows that indeed the magnetic field generated by
the QSCR room is formed around the boundary condition of the laptop with the magnetic flux “flowing” around
it. Further simulation results show that the Q-factor and the effective inductance of the QSCR decrease by less
than 1% which is within the margin of error of this finite element simulation and the extremely high Q-factor of
the QSCR.
Given the insight that the magnetic field within the QSCR “flows” around conductive objects, we can consider
the edge conditions when the metallic objects become very large or very numerous. Consider the hypothetical
case where the MacBook Pro shown in Figure 11 (a) is increased in size. As it gets much much larger than a
bookshelf or a refrigerator, it will begin to inhabit a significant portion of the space between the pole and the
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Fig. 11. FEM-based simulation for observing the effect of foreign metallic objects present in the QSCR channel. (a) Simulation
setup. The Macbook pro is modeled as a solid sheet of aluminum. (b, c) Top view of the simulated magnetic field. (c) is a
zoomed view of (b). It can be seen that the magnetic flux flows around metallic objects.

wall. This will begin to block the flux like a Faraday cage and alter the behavior of the QSCR room, changing the
resonant frequency and possibly creating alternate resonant modes. In the limit as the hypothetical MacBook Pro
grows to consume all the space, the room will no longer resonate. However, we consider this as an extreme edge
condition as people do not typically bring huge plates of sheet metal into their homes.
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